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Abstract
This study examines grocery price differentials across neighborhoods in a large metropolitan
area (the city of Jerusalem, Israel). Important variation in access to affordable grocery shopping
is documented using CPI data on prices, and neighborhood-level credit card expenditure data.
Residents of peripheral, non-affluent neighborhoods are charged some of the highest prices in the
city, and yet display a low tendency to shop outside their neighborhood. In contrast, residents of
affluent, centrally-located neighborhoods often benefit from lower grocery prices charged in their
own neighborhood, while also displaying a high propensity to shop at the hard-discount grocers
located in the city’s commercial districts. The role of spatial frictions in shaping these patterns
is studied within a structural model where households determine their shopping destination and
retailers choose prices. The estimated model implies strong spatial segmentation in households’
demand. Counterfactual analyses reveal that alleviating spatial frictions results in considerable
benefits to the average resident of the peripheral neighborhoods. At the same time, it barely
affects the equilibrium prices charged across the city, and so it does little to benefit households
with limited mobility (e.g., the elderly).
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Introduction

In January 2014, residents of Qiryat HaYovel, a residential neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem,
Israel, initiated a consumer boycott against a neighborhood supermarket. They claimed that
prices at this supermarket were much higher than those charged at branches of the same chain
operating elsewhere in the city, and that such alternative shopping destinations were not readily
accessible to them: “Young families will not travel to Talpiot or Givat Shaul (two commercial
districts with hard discount supermarkets) to shop and, instead, shop in the neighborhood
for lack of time.”1 Senior residents of the neighborhood were mentioned as another affected
demographic group. The boycott ended after the chain agreed to lower the cost of a basket of
goods by 14 percent, according to the organizers. In June 2017, a similar consumer boycott in
the Jerusalem neighborhood of Gilo was reported to have achieved its goals: the management
agreed to equate prices there to those charged by the same chain at one of the city’s large
commercial districts.2
The “boycotting” neighborhoods share important characteristics: both are non-affluent
neighborhoods located in the periphery of the city, at considerable distance from the main
shopping districts. Access to affordable grocery shopping may therefore depend on both socioeconomic factors and geographic location. In this paper we systematically explore these
relationships. Using price data collected in Jerusalem by the Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS), we document considerable variation in grocery prices charged across neighborhoods.
We also explore households’ shopping patterns via data on aggregate grocery expenditure flows
between neighborhoods, obtained from a credit card company.
The combined message from these data is striking: residents of non-affluent, peripheral
neighborhoods are charged very high prices in their own neighborhood but, despite this fact,
have a high tendency to shop in it. In contrast, residents of more affluent, centrally-located
neighborhoods are often charged lower prices in their neighborhood, and also display a higher
tendency to shop at even cheaper locations outside their neighborhood. Both empirical facts
are consistent with activists’ complaints regarding the lack of access to affordable shopping
locations. In equilibrium, this lack of access enhances the market power enjoyed by retailers
operating in the peripheral neighborhoods.3
We explore these equilibrium forces by estimating an empirical model of demand and supply
for groceries. Our demand model quantifies households’ price-distance trade-off which is substantial: “pushing” a destination neighborhood 1 km further away from an origin neighborhood
reduces demand from that origin by about 35 percent. The supply model describes retailers’
1

“Qiyat HaYovel: the residents’ battle against ‘My Shufersal’,” Ynet (an Israeli news outlet), January 2014.
The organizers said that the chain insisted on maintaining pricing flexibility on 20 “non-essential” products.
“Shufersal Deal Gilo announced it will set the same prices as charged at the Talpiot branch,” Kol Hair (a
Jerusalem local newspaper), June 2017.
3
Such market power could attract additional supermarket entry into these neighborhoods. However, barriers to supermarket entry in residential neighborhoods are substantial owing to space constraints and zoning
restrictions. For tractability reasons, in this paper we treat the entry decisions of supermarkets as given.
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pricing decisions given the estimated demand elasticities.
We use the model in counterfactual analysis to tease out the impact of spatial frictions. We
investigate the effects of reducing these frictions by changing parameters that capture households’ implicit cost of travel. We find that the price level charged in residential neighborhoods is
only mildly reduced, and, in certain peripheral neighborhoods, prices even go up slightly. This
seemingly-surprising result captures the effect of two conflicting forces: increased competition
exerts a downward pressure on prices but, at the same time, the average demand elasticity
faced by residential neighborhood retailers becomes lower, prompting them to raise prices.
Whereas prices barely respond, consumer behavior does change when spatial frictions are
alleviated: a much larger fraction of residents now travels to the hard discount supermarkets
in the commercial districts. As a consequence, the average price paid by residents of a given
neighborhood declines significantly, and this effect is particularly strong in the peripheral,
non-affluent neighborhoods. An important lesson from this finding is that reductions in spatial
frictions can have important policy effects that would be entirely missed by a statistical analysis
of prices alone. This motivates our joint analysis of both prices and shopping patterns.
Another lesson from this analysis is that, while the average resident of the peripheral, nonaffluent neighborhoods gains substantially when spatial frictions are alleviated, residents with
reduced mobility (e.g., the elderly) gain little or not at all, as equilibrium prices charged in
those neighborhoods remain high. Relief to such residents will likely require targeted policies.
Our analysis reveals the connections between spatial frictions and the distribution of grocery
prices, and the manner by which different groups of households may be affected by potential
changes to such frictions. While our counterfactual exercises are conceptual and not intended
to simulate concrete policies, they do have some policy relevance. In the case of Jerusalem,
the city plans to improve access to its main shopping district both via the extension of the
light rail system and via improvements to its internal organization, actions that mimic our
counterfactuals.4
We next explain how we differ from previous analyses of spatial price equilibria within urban
settings. Following this literature review, the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents our
data, Section 3 presents the demand model and its estimation, and Section 4 describes our
pricing model. Section 5 presents our counterfactual experiments, and Section 6 concludes.
Related literature. Retail price differentials across neighborhoods have attracted considerable attention in the economic literature. Such differentials suggest that standard measures
of inequality, based on nominal wages, may be biased (as in Moretti 2013). A vast literature,
starting with Caplovitz (1963), has attempted to measure such price differentials to understand
whether “the poor pay more,” producing mixed empirical findings.5 This literature focuses on
4

“The plan: the Talpiot industrial zone to undergo a revolution in the next decade,” Kol Hair, April 2016.
MacDonald and Nelson (1991), for example, compared the price of a fixed basket of goods across 322
supermarkets in 10 metropolitan areas in the US, revealing that prices in suburban locations were about 4
percent lower than in central city stores where poorer population lived. Chung and Myers (1999) similarly
report that the price of a weekly home food plan was higher in poorer neighborhoods of the Twin Cities
5
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statistical comparisons of retail prices across affluent and non-affluent neighborhoods. With
relatively few exceptions, these studies have abstracted from the issue of cross-neighborhood
shopping (i.e., shopping outside one’s neighborhood of residence).6 We differ from this literature in two ways: we combine the typical neighborhood-level price data with less typical data
on cross-neighborhood shopping flows, and move beyond statistical comparisons by presenting
a structural model of the equilibrium forces driving the observed price differentials.
A vast literature on spatial frictions includes classic theoretical contributions by Hotelling
(1929) and Salop (1979). Several recent empirical papers have taken a structural approach to
study spatial competition in various industries, including Adams and Williams (2019), Miller
and Osborne (2012), Thomadsen (2005), Davis (2006), McManus (2007), Houde (2012) and
Davis, Dingel, Monras and Morales (2019). Substantial empirical work has considered spatial
competition among supermarkets (for example, Chintagunta, Dubé, and Singh 2003, and Smith
2004). Our work shares several features with Dubois and Jódar-Rosell (2010) who study supermarket competition: we also estimate a discrete-continuous demand model, use a supply-side
model to identify heterogeneous marginal costs, and consider a counterfactual analysis in which
travel costs are reduced (see also Figurelli 2013 and Ellickson, Grieco, and Khvastunov 2016).
Although we share with the Industrial Organization (IO) literature the structural approach
to estimate demand and supply primitives, our work is motivated by a perennial question in
the urban economics literature. Our focus on the relationship between prices, location and
consumer flows motivates our use of data sources different from the typical scanner data used
in IO papers. Scanner data are ideal for uncovering rich preference structures, but they may
be less useful for uncovering shopping patterns within the city. Instead we use a price index
for a basket of grocery goods derived from the official statistical agency’s methodology that
is comparable across space and time, as well as credit card data that provide a systematic
description of shopping flows across all neighborhoods. While it is possible to construct such
neighborhood-level price indices and consumer flows from scanner data, it is not obvious that
doing so will provide sufficient coverage in the context of our research question.7 Overall,
we view our approach as complementary to the established use of scanner data in studying
supermarket demand.
metropolitan area. Recent work, in contrast, reports that prices in richer zip codes (Hayes, 2000) or prices paid
by high income households (Aguiar and Hurst, 2007) are significantly higher.
6
Kurtzon and McClelland (2010) study a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey in which respondents report their
shopping destinations. They find that the “poor pay neither more nor less than the rich at the stores they shop
at.” See also Aguiar and Hurst (2007) and Griffith et al. (2009) for analyses of survey data where recorded
prices correspond to prices actually paid by households.
7
Even if the sample of households in the scanner data is random and representative of residents in each
neighborhood, it need not adequately cover all origin-destination neighborhood pairs characterizing the shopping
decisions. Our credit card data also suffer from selectivity bias, and we address this issue econometrically.
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Data

We begin by describing Jerusalem’s urban structure and its notable partition into distinct neighborhoods. Additional subsections describe the prices collected at retail locations throughout
the city, and the data on consumer transaction flows across neighborhoods.

2.1

Jerusalem’s urban structure: neighborhoods

Our analysis covers 46 neighborhoods in Western Jerusalem (see Online Appendix C for definitions). These are predominantly Jewish neighborhoods. The eastern part of the city has
predominantly Arab neighborhoods which we do not include in our study because of significant
differences in the basket of groceries purchased and in the extent of credit card usage across
these populations. Moreover, residents of Western Jerusalem do not typically perform their
weekly grocery shopping in Eastern Jerusalem and vice-versa.
Figure 1 displays Jerusalem’s neighborhoods, highlighting those covered by our study in
color. Neighborhoods developed historically along the roads radiating from the “Old City,”
as is typical in many ancient cities. Jerusalem’s hilly topography resulted in geographically
separated neighborhoods such that moving between them typically requires some mode of
transportation. Most neighborhoods have a small commercial center with a small grocery store
and other retail services while many, but not all, have one or two supermarkets. Hard discount
(HD) supermarkets are located in well-defined commercial districts. Jerusalem does not have
an important suburban ring surrounding it.
At the neighborhood level, we observe demographic variables from the 2008 Israel Census
of Population (Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (2008)) that are likely to shift price and
travel sensitivities: the fraction of the neighborhood’s households that own a car, the fraction
of residents above the age of 15 who drive to work, and the fraction of senior residents. We use
the average price of housing per square meter in 2007-2008, obtained from the Tax Authority’s
records of real estate transactions, as a proxy for the neighborhood’s wealth.8 Table 1 reports
descriptive statistics.
There are sharp socioeconomic differences across neighborhoods. For example, housing is
more than twice as expensive in the central, affluent neighborhood of Rehavya than in the
peripheral, non-affluent neighborhood of Neve Yaaqov. In our model, this variation will help
identify price and distance sensitivities.
Spatial frictions are captured via a 46-by-46 matrix of distances between each pair of neighborhoods (Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (2012)).9 Table 2 reports statistics regarding the
8

Felsenstein (2007-2008).
In the online Appendix C we explain that each neighborhood is comprised of several “statistical areas.”
The CBS provided us with the shortest road distance between the centroids of each pair of such areas. We
then compute the distance djn between neighborhoods j and n as an average of the distances between each
pair of statistical areas belonging to these neighborhoods. As some neighborhoods are quite large, we define
neighborhood j’s “own distance” djj as the mean distance between the centroids of each pair of statistical areas
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distance to the city center and to the city’s two prominent commercial districts (Talpiot and
Givat Shaul, hereafter referred as CD1 and CD2, respectively). It also reports statistics on
the average distance to all the other neighborhoods, a rough measure of how peripheral the
neighborhood is. Table 2 indicates considerable variation: the maximum distances to the city
center and to the commercial districts are about twice as large as the corresponding mean (or
median) distance.
To facilitate the study of our research question we next identify several neighborhoods of
interest that differ considerably in terms of their observed characteristics and location within
the city. Three neighborhoods — Neve Yaaqov, Givat Shapira, and Qiryat HaYovel South — are
both Non-Affluent and Peripherally located. We shall hereafter refer to them as NAP1, NAP2,
and NAP3, respectively. Appendix Table C2 shows that housing prices in those neighborhoods
are 9.5, 10.7, and 11.5 NIS, i.e., below the mean (median) of 13.4 (13.3) reported in Table 1.
These neighborhoods’ peripheral location is clearly indicated in Figure 1.
We also identify three other neighborhoods as Affluent and Centrally located: Rehavya,
Qiryat Moshe - Bet Hakerem, and Baqa-Abu Tor-Yemin Moshe, denoted by AC1, AC2 and AC3,
respectively. In these AC neighborhoods housing prices are 21.1, 15.8 and 15 NIS (Appendix
Table C2), well above the mean price. Figure 1 shows that these neighborhoods are within
close proximity to the city center, as well as to the CD1 and CD2 commercial districts.
In short, Jerusalem shares many of the characteristics of other large metropolitan areas: it
features well-defined commercial districts, affluent and less affluent neighborhoods, and central
and peripheral locations. It is therefore a useful laboratory to study the role of spatial frictions
in generating price differentials across neighborhoods.

2.2

Price data

The price data (Israel Central Bureau of Satistics, 2007-2008) were collected by CBS personnel
as part of their monthly computation of the Consumer Price Index (CPI), but the sample
used in this research includes additional supermarkets, beyond those normally used in the CPI
sample. We focus on 27 popular, everyday products consumed by most households. Each
selected product is associated with a unique universal product code (UPC) and is therefore
identical across sampled stores (e.g., the same brand, size, packaging, etc.).10 Price observations
were collected in three periods: in September and November 2007, and in November 2008. CBS
personnel sampled 60 distinct stores in Jerusalem: about 55 percent of them were supermarkets,
20 percent were open market stalls and 15 percent were grocery stores. The sampled stores are
present in 26 of our 46 neighborhoods. While this may appear as a major omission, we note
that in the remaining 20 neighborhoods there are no important supermarkets and, typically,
included in it.
10
Even among fruits and vegetables there are no noticeable quality differences across stores because the CBS
collects prices of produce of a specific quality grade.
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they only have a small grocery store.11
The list of products, their mean price and coefficients of variation are displayed in Online
Appendix D. Fruits and vegetables usually exhibit higher price dispersion than other foodstuff.
One possible explanation for this higher variance is their perishable nature: unsold stocks trigger
price reductions, thereby generating a higher variance. We further note that an alternative
composite good that excludes fruits and vegetables (as opposed to the one we use, defined
below, that includes all products) displays higher price dispersion across neighborhoods. The
dispersion in the prices of fruits and vegetables, while important, is therefore not the primary
driver of the price variation that we study in the paper.
A composite good. We aggregate individual product items to a composite good whose
price is measured at the neighborhood level. Our focus on a composite good is in line with the
relevant urban economics literature (e.g., MacDonald and Nelson 1991), and makes particular
sense in our application because we observe neighborhood-level expenditure flows.
Residential neighborhoods tend to be served by smaller, more expensive store formats,
whereas commercial neighborhoods have larger HD stores. Most price variation is, therefore,
between rather than within neighborhoods. Indeed, using the neighborhoods with at least
two stores, we computed the between and within variance of price for each item and period
separately. In 86 percent of the cases the between-neighborhood variance of prices is larger
than the within variance and the median ratio of between to within variance is 3.2.
We define the price of the composite good charged in a given neighborhood as a weighted
average of individual-item prices using the CPI expenditure weights. Letting ωi be the weight
of product i, i = 1, . . . , 27, Ωnt be the set of products observed in neighborhood n at time t,
and pnit the average price of product i in neighborhood n in period t (over all stores selling the
product in the neighborhood), the price of a single unit of the composite good is

(1)

pnt =

X



ωi
P

i∈Ωnt

i∈Ωnt

ωi

pnit .

Missing price observations are typical of studies that construct indices from prices collected
by official statistical agencies. Indeed, not all 60 stores are surveyed in each of the three
periods, and not all products are surveyed in each store-period.12 Statistics regarding the
number of sampled stores and the prevalence of missing prices are presented in Table 3 (see
Online Appendix Table D3 for neighborhood-specific values). On average, the 26 neighborhoods
have two sampled stores, including one supermarket. CD1, the main commercial district, has
5 hard discount supermarkets. The average neighborhood has non-missing price data for 17-18
11

In our econometric demand model, we address the presence of neighborhoods without sampled prices in an
internally-consistent fashion by including such shopping destinations in the households’ outside option.
12
While our 27 items are popular products that should be available in all stores, recall that a product is
defined by its unique UPC. Some stores may carry a different version of what is essentially the same product
(e.g., differing in packaging), generating a missing price observation.
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products, and the typical neighborhood (see bottom panel) has observed prices for most of the
27 products.
Our goal is to define a composite good that would be as homogeneous as possible without
reducing the sample size too much. We therefore pursue a leading specification that computes
the index in 15 neighborhoods (including four commercial districts) where at least 21 of the 27
items have a non-missing price observation. We treat prices in the remaining neighborhoods as
unobserved, a feature that will be consistent with our econometric model.13
One concern is that changes over time in the identity of the products in the composite
good can generate spurious price variation over time. Note, however, that in 8 out these 15
neighborhoods, we observe at least 26 of the 27 products in all three periods. In fact, most of
the products appear in all three periods in most neighborhoods. Another concern is that price
differences across neighborhoods reflect differences in the components of the composite good.
There is, however, considerable overlap in the basket of goods across neighborhoods.14
Nonetheless, to ensure that our results are not driven by spurious variation due to missing
data we projected, for each product separately, the observed prices on a large set of demographic
variables and used the estimated coefficients to impute prices in the neighborhoods with missing
prices. As reported below, the demand estimates using the imputed prices are qualitatively the
same as those in our leading specification. Thus, the limited changes in the composition of the
basket of goods over time or across neighborhoods do not appear to be driving our results.
Beyond this imputation exercise, we checked the robustness of our results to alternative
methods of computing the price of the composite good. We used a threshold lower than 21
products, we used only fruits and vegetables, and restricted the sample to supermarkets only.
The last two, in particular, ameliorate considerably the missing price problem. Reassuringly,
the estimated demand patterns remain qualitatively the same.
Using identical CPI weights for different households is commonplace in the literature, but
does not allow tastes to vary with income (Handbury 2013). The uniform weights result in
a well-defined single price at each location charged to residents of all origins. This makes
our counterfactual analyses more transparent. Nonetheless, we also computed a price index
using CPI weights that vary by socioeconomic standing, provided by the CBS. We thus assign
differential weights to different origin neighborhoods. This alternative price index has a simple
correlation of 0.85 with our index in equation (1) and, not surprisingly, delivers similar demand
estimates.15
Price differentials. Table 4 provides statistics for the price of the composite good. The
13

The resulting subsample keeps essentially the same distribution of store formats as the 26 neighborhood
sample (57 percent supermarkets, 21 percent market stalls and 12 percent grocery stores).
14
See Online Appendix Tables D3-D5.
15
All robustness checks are reported in online Appendix A. In our demand model we partially compensate
for the uniform weights by allowing households to derive utility from unobserved aspects of the shopping
destinations captured by fixed effects, and by interacting those with the origin’s housing prices. We therefore
allow the variety of additional products (i.e., beyond our 27) to be valued differently by households of different
income levels.
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time variation in our sampled prices appears to be in line with the CPI inflation rate.16 Prices
vary significantly across neighborhoods within both commercial and residential districts, with
the maximum price being about 16-29 percent above the minimum price. The quantitative
importance of cross-neighborhood price variation is manifested in the (gross) savings generated
by shopping at the cheapest location in the city. Specifically, Panel C of Table 4 shows the
distribution of these savings, 100 × (pjt − M inn pnt )/pjt for each of the 15 neighborhoods with
valid prices over all three periods; mean savings are 13 percent.
Another message of Table 4 is that prices in the commercial districts are in general lower
than in most residential neighborhoods; the mean price of the composite good is between 6-7
percent higher in the residential neighborhoods. Variation between residential neighborhoods is
also considerable: panel B shows that prices in our three NAP (non-affluent peripheral) neighborhoods are typically ranked above prices in the three AC (affluent, central) neighborhoods.17
This observation is central to our research question and so we explore it using two additional
figures.
Figure 1 displays the composite good prices in November 2008. It corroborates the observation that some of the highest prices in the city are charged by retailers located in the peripheral,
non-affluent neighborhoods. Neighborhoods such as AC2 or AC3 are much more affluent, yet
retail prices charged there are lower than those charged at NAP1-NAP3. The figure illustrates
that the AC neighborhoods are less isolated and, in fact, are located in the vicinity of the
HD supermarkets in the major commercial districts CD1-CD2. Prices in these AC residential
neighborhoods are likely disciplined by the lower prices in the commercial districts, whereas no
such effect operates in the peripheral neighborhoods.18
Figure 2 plots composite good prices against housing prices, along with a fitted regression line.19 Prices at AC1, for example, are very high — but are perfectly aligned with that
neighborhood’s affluence level. Prices at the NAP neighborhoods, in contrast, are considerably
higher than what can be systematically associated with their affluence level. While the figure
has only 15 data points, it highlights the message that these peripheral neighborhoods stand
out in terms of the prices charged by their local retailers. In our structural model, we will link
these findings to the presence and effects of spatial frictions.20
16

The composite good’s price increased by 10 percent between November 2007 and November 2008. For
comparison, the CPI inflation for food between December 2007 and December 2008 was 8.3 percent.
17
AC1, the most affluent neighborhood is, however, usually more expensive than the NAP neighborhoods.
18
One may wonder why prices at NAP1 are not disciplined by the low prices available at the neighborhood
that lies on its southern border (Pisgat Ze’ev North). Discussions with a resident of that area suggest that the
supermarket at Pisgat Ze’ev North is not particularly attractive for a weekly shopping trip due to its small size.
Such issues motivate the inclusion of destination fixed effects in our model of household preferences.
19
Commercial districts have a small residential population and therefore we have housing prices there. The
linear predicted line suggests a positive relationship between composite good and housing prices. But the
small number of data points (15 observations) and the lack of other controls preclude us from reaching general
conclusions as to whether “the poor pay more.”
20
While our framework emphasizes differences in absolute prices charged across neighborhoods with different
incomes, it is also possible to consider income-adjusted prices. For completeness, we also constructed the
(G)EKS-Fisher multilateral price index presented in equation (5) in Deaton and Heston (2010). Reassuringly,
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Finally, price rankings are quite persistent: the rank correlation of pnt between September
and November 2007 (November 2007 and November 2008) is 0.68 (0.57). This supports our
focus on spatial, rather than informational frictions.21

2.3

Cross-neighborhood expenditure flow data

We obtained data on consumers’ expenditures from a credit card company.22 Institutional
details suggest that customers of this company are not different from customers of other companies. While credit cards are used by 88 percent of the Jewish population, the use of debit
cards is minimal in Israel.23 Our data should therefore be representative of transactions performed via payment cards. Grocery shopping is, of course, also performed using cash and
checks, and their use may be correlated with important household characteristics. Our econometric model addresses this measurement problem in detail. We defer discussion of this issue
to Section 3.1.
We observe expenditures in supermarkets, grocery stores, bakeries, delicatessen, butcher
stores, wine stores, fruits and vegetables stores and health stores — the type of stores where
our 27 products are likely to be sold — in the same three periods covered by our price data.
The data consist of total expenditures by residents of each origin neighborhood j performed at
each destination neighborhood n where j, n ∈ {1, ..., 46}. This results in a 46 by 46 matrix of
expenditure flows between each pair of neighborhoods for each period.
The data were constructed as follows: first, card holders’ neighborhood of residence and
their shopping destination neighborhood were identified via customers’ and stores’ zip codes.24
The expenditure data were then aggregated to the neighborhood level matrix described above.
To be clear, we do not observe data at the individual household or store level.25
Table 5 provides statistics regarding the expenditure data. The most popular commercial
district is CD1 where, on average, 27 percent of expenditures are incurred. CD1 is the top
the correlation between the simple composite price index used in the paper and the GEKS-Fisher index is very
high (the correlation coefficient is 0.89, 0.81 and 0.94 in periods 1-3, respectively).
21
The rise in the average price in the commercial districts in the third period is entirely due to an unexplained
jump in the composite good price at the Romema commercial district (Appendix Table D6). In a robustness
check (not reported), we estimated the model without this commercial district, obtaining very similar results.
22
Anonymous company (2012).
23
Credit cards are also used by 80 percent of the ultra-orthodox Jewish population (https://www.themarker.
com/advertising/1.2413558, in Hebrew) On the lack of use of debit cards, see http://www.antitrust.gov.
il/yozma.aspx (in Hebrew).
24
This required a nontrivial mapping between zipcodes and neighborhoods, where zipcodes can map into
multiple neighborhoods. We employed a “majority rule”: the zip code was mapped to the neighborhood with
which it has the largest geographical overlap.
25
We also observe total expenditures of each origin neighborhood at destinations outside the city. Jerusalem
does not have a substantial ring of satellite cities providing attractive shopping opportunities. We therefore
conjecture that much of the observed shopping outside the city corresponds to individuals who have a mailing
address in Jerusalem but do not actually reside in it (e.g., students). We therefore do not use these data in
our baseline analysis. Robustness checks (not reported) in which we added the expenditures incurred outside
Jerusalem to our model’s “outside option” (see below) yield remarkably close results to the ones reported in
Section 3.2.
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destination for residents of 16 to 20 of the 46 neighborhoods (depending on the period). CD2
is at a distant second place, although it is quite popular among nearby neighborhoods such as
AC2 (see Appendix Table D7). Most expenditures are not incurred within the home neighborhood, yet home-neighborhood shopping is substantial capturing, on average, 22 percent of
total expenditures. The home destination is the top destination in 12 to 17 cases (depending
on the period).
As panel B indicates, residents of the non-affluent and peripheral neighborhoods, NAP1NAP3, have a higher tendency to shop at their home neighborhood relative to the median
neighborhood whose share of expenditures at home is 0.16. As we have seen in Section 2.2,
this happens despite the fact that shopping “at home” is quite expensive for these residents.
We interpret this as evidence for the importance of spatial frictions. We next explore these
frictions within a structural model of demand for groceries across the city.

3

A structural model of demand in the city

The following subsections present a model of households’ preferences, describe its estimation,
and provide results on price and distance elasticities. We also use the model to calculate the
“Average Price Paid” (hereafter, APP) for each neighborhood of residence. The APP takes into
account the probabilities with which residents of origin j shop in each destination. It therefore
allows for a comparison of the cost of grocery shopping across neighborhoods of residence,
accounting for shopping outside the home neighborhood.

3.1

A model of household preferences

We posit a discrete choice model in which residents in each of the 46 neighborhoods choose
where to perform their grocery shopping. The nested logit framework that we employ is quite
standard. We therefore simply spell out our assumptions and the resulting estimation equation;
a complete derivation of this equation is in Online Appendix F. That appendix also contains
additional discussion and justification for some of our assumptions (in particular, we discuss
our emphasis on spatial rather than information frictions, the single shopping trip assumption,
and additional forms of unobserved taste heterogeneity). Our treatment of measurement error
in the expenditure data, a problem often ignored in applied work, is presented in the text.
Household behavior. A household residing in one of the 46 origin neighborhoods may
shop for the composite good in any one of the n = 1, ..., 15 destinations where composite good
prices are observed in our data. The household may also choose the “outside option” n = 0:
shopping in one of the remaining 31 neighborhoods. The household’s choice maximizes its
utility among these 16 options.
Omitting the time index, the (indirect) utility of household h residing in neighborhood j
from buying the composite good at store s located in neighborhood n is given by
10


Uhjsn = νc + νj + νn + hpj · νn + γ −1 ln yj − ln psn · xj α − djn · xj β + κ · hjn + ζhn (σ) + (1 − σ)hjsn
where νc is a constant that shifts the utility from all “inside options” relative to the utility from
the outside option (given the standard normalization of the systematic utility of the outside
option to zero). The origin neighborhood fixed effects νj capture utility differences across
origins with respect to this outside option, while the destination fixed effects νn capture quality
differences across destinations. Those may include amenities (parking space, opening hours)
and differences in product variety (i.e., the availability of products other than our basic 27
items). The destination fixed effects are also interacted with the origin neighborhood’s housing
prices, hpj , allowing residents of more affluent neighborhoods to value amenities differently.
The spatial friction — i.e., the utility cost of shopping far away from one’s neighborhood —
is captured via djn , the distance (km) between origin j and destination n, which is interacted
with xj , a vector of origin neighborhood characteristics such as the rate of car ownership. This
friction is further reflected in hjn , a “shopping at home” dummy variable taking the value 1 if
j = n. The parameter κ therefore captures benefits of shopping in the home neighborhood on
top of the implied savings of travel time (and direct travel costs), already captured by β. Put
differently, κ captures a “fixed cost” of shopping outside one’s home neighborhood, possibly
related to the need to drive, or to give up a parking space near home.
Households’ price sensitivity is introduced via the term (γ −1 ln yj − ln psn ) · xj α where yj
is the average income in origin neighborhood j and psn is the composite good price at store
s located in destination neighborhood n. This functional form follows Björnerstedt and Verboven (2016) and implies that, conditional on buying at store s in destination n, the quantity
(units of the composite good) demanded by household h residing in neighborhood j is γyj /psn ,
so that expenditure on the composite good is a constant fraction γ of the (representative)
household’s income. The fraction γ drops out of the estimation equation and therefore it
could vary across origin neighborhoods. We note that more sophisticated discrete-continuous
choice models are present in the literature (e.g., Smith 2004, Figurelli 2013). In the context of
our aggregate (neighborhood-level) demand data, we favor this simpler modeling strategy. As
with the distance sensitivity, the price sensitivity is also interacted with origin neighborhood
characteristics.
Finally, the idiosyncratic term ζhn (σ) + (1 − σ)hjsn , distributed Type-I Extreme Value,
follows the representation of the nested logit model in Berry (1994). The nests are destination
neighborhoods, allowing stores within a neighborhood to be closer substitutes than stores located in different neighborhoods. This substitution is governed by the parameter σ that takes
values in the interval [0, 1), with larger values implying stronger within-neighborhood substitutability. The shock hjsn captures store-level random variation: for example, a household
may particularly value shopping at store s if it is on the way home from work.
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We next introduce an assumption, motivated by the nature of our data, regarding symmetry
in the systematic utility provided by stores operating in the same neighborhood:
Assumption 1 Denote by δjsn = νc + νj + νn + hpj · νn − ln psn · xj α − djn · xj β + κ · hjn the
mean utility level, common to all origin j residents who shop at store s in destination n. Stores
within a neighborhood offer identical mean utility levels across households, i.e., δjsn = δjn for
every j, s, n.
Since the only element of δjsn that depends on the store index s is psn , this symmetry
assumption is consistent with a symmetric (within-neighborhood) price equilibrium, i.e., psn =
pn for every store s in neighborhood n. This price symmetry will be consistent with the pricing
model introduced in Section 4.
Assumption 1 implies that stores within a neighborhood are symmetrically differentiated:
they have identical mean utility levels, but offer distinct benefits to individual households
via the idiosyncratic error hjsn . This assumption therefore allows households who reside in
different streets within the neighborhood to favor the store nearest to them. It also allows for
any other type of horizontal differentiation among stores that is valued idiosyncratically by the
neighborhood’s residents.
The symmetry assumption accommodates the limitation that we observe expenditures at
the neighborhood level rather than at the store level. Tackling such data limitations via a
symmetric differentiation assumption is a familiar strategy in the literature (e.g., Berry and
Waldfogel 1999). This assumption is not very restrictive in our case because stores within a
neighborhood are typically of the same type (e.g., hard discount supermarkets in commercial
districts) and, consequently, as shown in Section 2.2, most of the price variation is across, rather
than within, neighborhoods.26
In Online Appendix F we show that the assumptions spelled out above regarding households’
preferences deliver the following linear equation:


(2) ln

Ejnt
Ej0t


= νc + νj + (νn + (1 − σ) ln Ln ) + hpj · νn + νt − ln pnt · xj α − djn · xj β + κ · hjn ,

where Ejnt (Ej0t ) are total expenditures incurred by residents of origin neighborhood j in
destination n (in the outside option) at time t. Ln is the number of competitors in destination
n which is constant over time.
The left-hand side of (2) contains expenditure shares that are implied by the model but
are measured with error in the data. This error stems from two sources: first, observed prices
26

The symmetry assumption would not be needed if we were to use scanner data, since then we would obtain
both price and quantity data at the establishment level. We discussed above, however, the advantages of our
approach in which we combine establishment-level price data from the statistical authority — that are easily
comparable across space and time — with systematic cross-neighborhood credit card expenditure data. The
latter provide an efficient coverage of the shopping probabilities characterizing all origin-destination pairs.
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pertain to (at most) 27 products, whereas observed expenditures correspond to purchases of
many additional products. Second, we observe credit card expenditures rather than total
expenditures.
Let Ẽjnt denote expenditures using any payment means on all products sold at the relevant
establishments. Without loss of generality, we can always express expenditures on the 27
products using any payment means, denoted by Ejnt , as a proportion of Ẽjnt , Ejnt = λjnt Ẽjnt ,
where 0 ≤ λjnt ≤ 1. Similarly, our observed credit-card expenditures on all products, denoted
cc
cc
by Ẽjnt
, can also be expressed as a proportion of Ẽjnt , Ẽjnt
= τjnt Ẽjnt , with 0 ≤ τjnt ≤ 1.
These definitions allow us to map Ejnt , which is derived from the model, into the observed
cc
cc
= (τ /λ ) E .
via Ẽjnt
expenditures Ẽjnt
 jnt jnt jnt
τ
λj0t
Thus, adding wjnt = ln λjnt
to the right hand side of (2) allows us to use the observed
jnt τj0t


cc
cc
ln Ẽjnt
/Ẽj0t
as the dependent variable. The error term wjnt , generated by the mismeasurement of expenditures, presents an identification challenge because the proportionality factors
λ and τ are likely to be correlated with origin and destination neighborhood characteristics.
For example, residents of less affluent origin neighborhoods may have a higher than average
tendency to use cash, and the use of cash may also be more prevalent in certain destinations
(e.g., open fresh produce market). Our strategy for dealing with this endogeneity is to soak up
such tendencies into origin and destination fixed effects via the following assumption:
Assumption 2 Conditional on origin, destination and time fixed effects, wjnt is uncorrelated
with prices and distances.
This assumption implies that the proportionality factors may depend on fixed neighborhood characteristics but can not depend on prices and distance, given these characteristics. It
therefore allows for tendencies of residents of particular neighborhoods to use more or less cash
in certain destinations but assumes that such tendencies are accounted for by the fixed effects.
The panel structure of the data indeed allows us to control for such fixed effects.
Let ujnt be the error from linearly projecting wjnt on a set of origin, destination and time
fixed effects. Assumption 2 allows us to rewrite (2) as

(3)

cc
cc
) = φc + φj + φn + φt + hpj · vn − ln pnt · xj α − djn · xj β + κ · hjn + ujnt
ln(Ẽjnt
/Ẽj0t

where the φ0 s are fixed effects. Given the above assumptions, equation (3) is amenable to
consistent estimation via OLS. The observations used consist of all triplets (j, n, t) pertaining to
origin neighborhood j, destination neighborhood n and time period t. The sample size should
therefore equal 46×15×3 = 2, 070 observations, corresponding to expenditure data of residents
of 46 origin neighborhoods at 15 destination neighborhoods over the three time periods. While
the model predicts a positive expenditure share by residents of any origin j at any destination
cc
n, observed expenditures Ẽjnt
are zero in about 12 percent of all potential observations. We
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drop such observations from the sample, reducing its size to 1, 819 observations. The results
cc
(online Appendix A).27
are qualitatively robust to substituting a very small number for Ẽjnt
Some of the model’s parameters are not identified. First, the origin, destination and time
dummies (φj , φn , φt ) do not identify the utility effects (vj , vn , vt ) but rather confound them with
that part of the measurement error wjnt that is correlated with the dummies. An additional
assumption will therefore be required for the computation of elasticities and other quantities of
interest. The consistent estimation of (α, β, κ), however, only requires the assumptions stated
above.
Second, the parameter σ that captures the degree of within-neighborhood competition is
unidentified absent time series variation in the number of competitors in destination n, Ln . This
happens because the fixed effect φn captures the sum of the utility terms vn + (1 − σ) ln Ln as
well as the linear projection of wjnt on the destination dummy variable. Our practical solution
is to calibrate σ so that it generates reasonable markups given the identified parameters.28
Based on conversations with people familiar with the industry, retail markups of 15-25
percent are reasonable for the type of products studied in this paper.29 Section 4, where the
pricing model is introduced, shows that setting σ = 0.7 yields an average (median) markup
of 22 (20) percent and therefore this is the value chosen for σ. Setting this value to 0.8 or 0.9
instead makes no difference for the qualitative findings in this paper.30 Online Appendix F
provides additional discussion of identification and of our assumptions.

3.2

Estimation results

Table 6 shows OLS estimates of equation (3). We employ 2-way clustering of standard errors at
the origin and destination level, allowing for arbitrary correlation across observations sharing an
origin or a destination. The different specifications control for different sets of fixed effects and
socioeconomic interactions. Across all specifications, the coefficients have the expected signs.
Coefficients on log price and distance (which we entered with a negative sign) are positive,
and so is the coefficient on the “shopping at home” dummy variable, consistent with the high
tendency towards home neighborhood shopping observed in the data (Table 5).
Column (4) includes the full set of origin, destination and period dummies required by
27

This is not a formally valid correction but one often used in practice (see Gandhi, Lu and Shi 2013 for a
partial identification approach).
28
Such an approach has some precedence in the literature. For example, Björnerstedt and Verboven (2016)
calibrate a conduct parameter to generate reasonable markups. We could alternatively pin this parameter down
by incorporating supply-side restrictions into the estimation procedure. We favor the calibration as it eliminates
the need to rely on our pricing model in generating the demand estimates.
29
Note that these are markups above marginal cost. They are, therefore, higher than markups over average
costs, the latter often approximated using information from retailers’ financial reports.
30
We also regressed the estimated fixed effects φ̂n on ln Ln to estimate 1 − σ. This yields an (imprecisely
estimated because of the small number of observations) estimate of σ̂ = 0.81. This estimate is likely to be
biased since vn and the projection of wjnt on vn are likely to be correlated with Ln . Nevertheless, it is somewhat
comforting that the calibrated and estimated values are similar in magnitude.
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our theory, but without interacting the main regressors with demographics. Both the price
and distance effects have the expected sign and are statistically significant. The inclusion of
destination fixed effects substantially increases the regression’s goodness of fit from 0.38 in
column (2) to 0.66 - 0.78 in columns (3)-(8). This shows the importance of controlling for
unobserved amenities (e.g., availability of parking, opening hours, product variety etc.).
Columns (5)-(8) then allow for interactions of the price and distance sensitivities with
characteristics of the neighborhood of origin. Households in richer neighborhoods, as proxied
by housing prices, are significantly less sensitive to prices. Distance sensitivity is quite robust
to the inclusion of additional regressors. It is higher in neighborhoods with a large fraction of
elderly residents, though this interaction is not statistically significant. Senior individuals may
face a lower cost of time, but, on the other hand, may find shopping at other neighborhoods
more challenging. The distance sensitivity is smaller in neighborhoods where the share of
residents who own a car, or drive to work, is higher, but these effects are not statistically
significant.
In column (6), we add the interaction of origin housing prices with destination dummies,
allowing for different valuations of unobserved amenities across socioeconomic classes. The
estimated price coefficient is mildly reduced (from 5.1 to 4.7). Distance coefficients are also
only minimally affected except for the interaction with the percentage of senior citizens.
We adopt column (6) as our baseline specification since it fully and most flexibly controls
for effects that we expect to be important in the household’s decision problem. In particular,
the added interaction term between origin housing prices and destination fixed effects controls
for a broad range of scenarios involving unobserved heterogeneity that could potentially bias
our results (see the discussion in Online appendix F). Overall, estimates in columns (7) – (8)
are very close to the baseline specification in column (6).31
Elasticities. The economic implications of these estimates are captured in price and distance elasticities. The own-price elasticity faced by store s in neighborhood n is (Online Appendix F):

(4)

ηsn,p




J
X
Qjn
1
σ
πjn
psn ∂Qsn
=−
1 + xj α
−
−
=
Qsn ∂psn
Qn
1 − σ (1 − σ) Ln
Ln
j=1

where Qsn is the total demand at store s located in neighborhood n. πjn is the probability
that a resident from origin j shops in neighborhood n. The total demand faced by all retailers
in neighborhood n is denoted by Qn , whereas Qjn is the part of this demand generated by
residents of origin j. The demand elasticity faced by the store is therefore a quantity-weighted
31

In column (7), the price coefficient changes because its interaction with housing prices is omitted. However,
the own price elasticities implied by columns (6) and (7) are nearly identical, differing by 5% on average.
Moreover, interacting price with family size (not reported) yields an insignificant effect and does not alter the
other coefficients.
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average of origin-specific elasticities, where the weights depend on the fraction of the retailers’
demand generated by residents of those origins.
The semi-elasticity of Qjn with respect to the distance between j and n is
ηjn,d =

1 ∂Qjn
= −xj β (1 − πjn ) ,
Qjn ∂djn

measuring the percentage change in demand from residents of neighborhood j at destination
n 6= j in response to a 1 km increase in the distance between these neighborhoods.
Estimating the elasticities requires the estimated parameters obtained above (including the
calibrated σ), an estimate of the choice probabilities πjn , and data on the number of stores in
destination n, Ln . We set Ln equal to the number of the neighborhood’s supermarkets in 2008.32
We do not directly count grocery stores, or other non-supermarket retail establishments, as these
are not close substitutes to supermarkets for the purpose of the weekly grocery shopping (e.g.,
because of limited availability of items). Nonetheless, to partially take these additional store
formats into account, we add the value of one to Ln in residential neighborhoods, while keeping
it equal to the number of supermarkets in the commercial districts. This modification results
in more reasonable estimated margins and has a negligible effect on the qualitative findings of
the counterfactual analyses reported in Section 5.
Estimation of the choice probabilities πjn is complicated by the fact that these depend on
the mean utility levels and, therefore, on the utility fixed effects (ν) which are not identified.
Appendix F shows that the mean utility levels are identified under the following assumption:
Assumption 3 For each origin j, the ratio

τjn
λjn

is identical for all destinations n.

This assumption implies that choice probabilities are equal to the observed expenditure
shares. This is clearly weaker than simply assuming their equality which amounts to ignoring
the measurement error altogether. We stress that Assumption 3 is not required for the consistent
estimation of the parameters α, β, κ. Our framework therefore clarifies the different sets of
assumptions that can be used to accomplish different goals in the presence of measurement
error in the expenditure data.
Employing the leading specification (column 6 of Table 6) we estimate price elasticities
for each destination, and distance semi-elasticities for each origin-destination pair. Table 7
presents estimates for the last period, November 2008, which are nearly identical to the average
over the three periods. The average (median) store-level own price elasticity ηsn,p is 4.82
(4.95) in absolute value. The individual estimates are tightly distributed around the mean.
Recalling that close substitutes are often available in the form of other stores within the same
32

The number of supermarkets is shown in the last column of Online Appendix Table C2. This value includes
all supermarkets, not just those where prices were sampled. A specific issue arises with respect to the open
market of Mahane Yehuda where many small sellers – open stalls – are present. To retain internal consistency,
we set Ln = 2 in that location (because there is a small supermarket in the neighborhood). Using different
values affects the margins for retailers in this specific neighborhood, but does not affect the qualitative findings.
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neighborhood, this relatively-elastic demand seems reasonable. Increasing σ to 0.8 generates a
higher mean price elasticity of 6.43 but, as reported in online Appendix B, it makes no difference
in terms of our qualitative conclusions.33 Online Appendix A presents the robustness of the
estimated elasticities to alternative computations of the price of the composite good discussed
in Section 2.2.
The average (and median) distance semi-elasticity ηjn,d is 0.35 in absolute value implying
that a 1 km increase in the distance between an origin j and a destination n decreases demand
by residents from j at n by 35 percent. Spatial frictions are, therefore, a first-order consideration affecting households’ choices, consistent with the anecdotal evidence surveyed in the
Introduction.
To assess the price-distance trade-off, we consider residents of location j who shop at destination n. The maximum percentage price increase these consumers are willing to accept for
destination n to become one kilometer closer to them is 100 (exp (xj β/xj α)) − 1). The median
of this estimated quantity over the 46 origin neighborhoods is 24.5 percent indicative, again, of
a substantial spatial dimension in households’ preferences.

3.3

Retail price differences revisited: the Average Price Paid

In Section 2.2 we showed that prices in non-affluent, peripheral neighborhoods (NAP) were often
higher than prices in more affluent but centrally located neighborhoods. This, however, does
not necessarily imply that households in NAP neighborhoods pay more for groceries because
they may not shop in their neighborhood of residence. Our estimated model allows us to revisit
this issue.
Recall that, given Assumption 3, the probability that a resident from neighborhood j buys
the composite good in neighborhood n, πjn , can be computed directly from the expenditure
data. We can therefore compute the Average Price Paid (APP) for residents of neighborhood
PN
j: pA
j ≡
m=0 πjm pm . This weighted average takes into account the probabilities with which
residents of origin j shop in each destination n. It therefore allows a comparison of the cost
incurred by residents of different origin neighborhoods, taking into account their shopping
behavior.34
Figure 3 plots the Average Price Paid against housing prices in each of the 46 neighborhoods
in November 2008 (along with a linear predicted line). Interestingly, the centrally-located, affluent neighborhood AC1 has an APP which is perfectly explained by its affluence level. This
was also true for the price charged by retailers operating in this neighborhood, as we saw in
33

Further, increasing σ to 0.9 makes demand even more elastic, which is intuitive, but once again does not
affect our qualitative conclusions. Details are available from the authors upon request.
34
This requires also an estimate of the price of the composite good at the outside option neighborhoods, p0 ,
which is unobserved. These outside option neighborhoods are residential neighborhoods where we believe most
shopping opportunities are at expensive grocery stores. We therefore set p0 as the price charged in NAP3: the
peripheral, non-affluent neighborhood that launched the consumer boycott in 2014.
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Figure 2, which we refer to as the “posted” price. The three non-affluent, peripheral neighborhoods NAP1-NAP3 have an APP that lies above the predicted line, although this gap is
less pronounced relative to the gap observed in Figure 2 for the posted prices charged in these
neighborhoods. This suggests that despite the ability to shop outside the home neighborhood,
residents of these NAP neighborhoods still pay more, on average, than what could be explained
by their affluence level, consistent with the spatial friction. In 8 out of the 11 residential neighborhoods with valid prices, the APP is substantially lower than the observed price, reflecting
the savings afforded to households by shopping outside their home neighborhood (when pA
j is
higher than pj , the difference is small).
It is of interest to compare pA
j with the minimum price across all 15 neighborhood, which
would have been the price actually paid if households were to determine their shopping destination based on price only (ignoring equilibrium effects). The APP is, on average, 12.2 percent
higher than this minimum price (the range being between 3.7 and 21.2 percent). This number
reflects the monetary value of the spatial frictions faced by households (captured in the model
via β and κ) as well as their preferences for specific shopping destinations (captured by vn and
the idiosyncratic terms). It also provides a rough indicator of the maximal extent to which
prices can be expected to decline were these frictions removed.
Importantly, the Average Prices Paid at the peripheral, non-affluent neighborhoods NAP1NAP3 are higher than those faced by residents of more affluent neighborhoods that are located
closer to the commercial areas, AC2-AC3. Moreover, a strong, positive relationship is depicted
in Figure 4 between the APP pA
j and distance to the main commercial district CD1. This is
yet another manifestation of the role played by spatial frictions in determining the variation in
the cost of grocery shopping across households.
We next introduce a model of pricing decisions and employ it, along with the estimated
demand system, to tease out the effect of spatial frictions on the cost of groceries for residents
of neighborhoods across the city, and, specifically, in the NAP neighborhoods. A supply model
is needed in order to allow retailers to adjust their pricing decisions in counterfactual scenarios.
This will be necessary, for example, when calculating the response of equilibrium prices across
the city to a city-wide reduction in the travel cost.

4

Retail supply: pricing decisions

Our model for the supply side of the market is summarized in the following assumption:
Assumption 4 (i) Each neighborhood n features Ln retailers that share a constant-in-output,
symmetric marginal cost cn . (ii) Retailers across the city engage in Bertrand competition: each
store s in each neighborhood n chooses its price psn simultaneously. (iii) A unique, interior
Nash equilibrium in prices exists. (iv) Equilibrium prices can differ across neighborhoods, but
satisfy within-neighborhood symmetry: psn = pn at each store s in each neighborhood n.
18

Part (i) of Assumption 4, along with the symmetric differentiation assumption from the
demand model (Assumption 1) naturally allow us to focus on the (within-neighborhood) symmetric price equilibria assumed in part (iv).
The standard first order conditions from this model (see online appendix F) imply that
the margin (pn − cn )/cn is inversely related to the own-demand elasticity in (4). Margins are
therefore intuitively tied down to the model’s primitives. Specifically, the margin garnered by
neighborhood-n retailers increases in πjn because it reflects neighborhood-j residents’ tendency
for shopping at n. This effect is mediated via demographics: it is stronger, the lower is the
sensitivity of residents of j to price, reflected in a high value of xj α. The effect also increases
in the share of sales by neighborhood n retailers to households from neighborhood j, Qjn /Qn .
In a residential neighborhood n, the term Qnn /Qn – the fraction of the sales by retailers located
at n made to residents of the same neighborhood – is usually large and will be dominant in
determining the margin at n. If n is a peripheral neighborhood, πnn will be large (Table 5) —
implying an inelastic demand working in the direction of increasing the retail margin.
Table 8 displays the estimated costs and margins by neighborhood in November 2008, the
time period in which we conduct the counterfactual analyses. Very similar quantitative and
qualitative patterns obtain when averaging over the three time periods. Using the baseline
value σ = 0.7, the average (median) estimated margins are 22 (20) percent. Conversations with
people familiar with the retail industry in Israel suggest that this is a reasonable margin given
the type of products considered in this paper. Indeed, this value for σ was chosen precisely for
this reason (see Section 3.1). We also compute margins assuming σ = 0.8, generating somewhat
lower margins but the same qualitative counterfactual conclusions (online Appendix B).
Margins in residential neighborhoods are generally higher than those in the large commercial
districts. Our model attributes this to both spatial frictions and to low within-neighborhood
competition in residential areas. Furthermore, marginal costs at the non-affluent, peripheral
neighborhoods NAP1-NAP3 are particularly high. This may reflect the cost of transporting
goods into more remote locations, and the lower operational economies of scale obtained at the
relatively smaller supermarkets located there.35

5

Counterfactuals: the impact of spatial frictions

We perform counterfactual analyses to assess the role of spatial frictions in generating the city’s
price equilibrium. In a first exercise we make travel less costly, and in a second one we increase
the appeal of the commercial districts. Intuitively, both changes should make households more
willing to shop in the commercial districts. In a third exercise, we artificially increase the
number of retailers in residential neighborhoods. We examine the impact of these changes on
35

We do not consider multi-store pricing by chains that operate supermarkets in both residential and commercial districts. Because these chains’ pricing in the commercial districts is strongly constrained by the presence
of hard discounters that operate only there, we expect this issue to have little impact on our findings.
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(i) the equilibrium posted prices, i.e., the prices charged by retailers in each neighborhood (ii)
the probabilities with which residents of each origin neighborhood shop at each destination, and
(iii) the Average Price Paid (APP) by residents of each neighborhood taking these probabilities
into account.36
We use the baseline estimates from column 6 in Table 6 and σ = 0.7. Online Appendix B
reports counterfactual results using the value σ = 0.8, delivering very similar results (as is also
the case for σ = 0.9, with details available from the authors upon request). Online Appendix
G provides technical details on the computation of the counterfactual equilibria.
Table 9 summarizes the impact on the posted prices charged by retailers across the city.37
The first column corresponds to the observed posted prices whereas the other columns report
the predicted percentage changes to those prices in each counterfactual experiment.
The first experiment reduces the distance disutility by half: that is, we add 0.5djn xj β to the
utility garnered by residents of each origin j from shopping in each destination n. The second
experiment reduces spatial frictions even further by reducing, in addition, the preference for
shopping at home parameter κ by 50 percent. As Table 9 shows, these two experiments reduce
the median (across the 15 neighborhoods with observed prices) prices by 0.7 to 1 percent.
Median posted prices within the 11 residential neighborhoods with observed prices are reduced
by only one half of a percent. These are quite modest declines. Examining our non affluent,
peripheral neighborhoods, NAP1-NAP3, we see that prices are reduced by 0.5 percent in NAP3
(where the boycott took place), but actually increase in NAP1 and NAP2.
At first glance these increases appear puzzling since a reduction in spatial frictions should
enhance competition across the city, exerting a substantial downward pressure on retail prices
in the residential neighborhoods, and certainly in the peripheral ones. Why, then, do prices
decline only mildly or even increase? The answer lies in the changes in the composition of
demand faced by retailers in these neighborhoods. As travel becomes less costly, households
that continue shopping in the expensive residential neighborhoods are those with very large
idiosyncratic shocks favoring shopping there. Retailers in these neighborhoods therefore face
a less elastic demand prompting them to raise prices, providing a countervailing force that
diminishes, and sometimes even offsets, the competitive force.38
A similar picture arises when improving the amenities in the city’s main commercial district,
CD1, and at the two major ones, CD1-CD2, respectively. This is performed by increasing the
destination fixed effects νn associated with each such district by one standard deviation.39 This
36
The model allows us to compute the impact on welfare but as our exercises directly affect utility parameters
we find this less appealing.
37
Online Appendix E provides complete neighborhood-specific results for all the counterfactuals.
38
This is similar to the observed “generic drug paradox” that occurs when many, but not all, consumers
switch to newly available generic drugs but prices among the incumbent (brand) drugs do not decline and even
rise (Griliches and Cockburn, 1994).
39
Given that νn is unidentified due to measurement error, we use the standard deviation of φn , the fixed effect
that confounds νn with the measurement error effect, instead. One standard deviation of the distribution of φn
may be greater than one standard deviation of the distribution of νn . This issue, however, does not drive our
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may correspond to various improvements in the shopping experience in these districts: for
example, the city may improve the physical infrastructure by setting up large parking spaces
at the entry points to the commercial district with a convenient shuttle service.40 Boosting the
utility of shopping at n can make the citywide grocery market more competitive. But the same
countervailing force applies here so, again, only mild price reductions are observed (median
price declines of 0.1 – 0.8 percent in residential neighborhoods, and of 0.1 – 0.9 percent in
NAP1-NAP3).
Finally, the last column considers the effect of exogenously increasing the number of competitors in each residential neighborhood n by 1. The median posted price decline across residential
neighborhoods is 3.4 percent, whereas the price declines in the NAP1-NAP3 neighborhoods are
1.3 – 3.5 percent. Such additional entry, however, may be associated with substantial social
opportunity costs due to zoning restrictions and lack of space. A price reduction of about 3.5
percent may not be large enough to justify such costs.
Whereas equilibrium posted prices respond very mildly, households’ shopping behavior
changes markedly: many households switch to shopping in the affordable commercial districts.
This is captured by the APP, the weighted average of prices paid by residents of each neighborhood, taking into account their probability of shopping in the various destinations. Table 10
summarizes the counterfactual changes to the APP faced by residents of the eleven residential
neighborhoods where prices are observed.41
The first column of Table 10 reports the APP faced by residential neighborhoods in the
observed equilibrium. The percentage reduction in APP faced by neighborhood residents following a reduction in the spatial friction is much larger than the corresponding percentage
reduction in prices charged in the neighborhood as reported in Table 9. As the top row of
Table 10 indicates, in the first four experiments the median (over residential neighborhoods)
APP falls by 1.8 - 5.6 percent, versus the 0.1 - 0.8 percent fall in median posted prices shown
in Table 9.
The Average Price Paid, therefore, responds much more strongly than the posted price to
changes in spatial frictions. A median average reduction of 5.6 percent is quite substantial
because, as remarked in Section 3.3, the average difference between the APP and the minimum
price in the observed equilibrium is about 12.2 percent which can be taken as an upper bound
to the price effect in our counterfactual exercises.
In short, while Table 9 considers only the impact on equilibrium prices charged in different
locations, the Average Prices Paid in Table 10 take also into account the changes in shopping
findings. We obtain very similar qualitative findings by adding one half of a standard deviation of φn instead.
40
Interestingly, the city of Jerusalem recently announced plans to improve the main commercial district, CD1,
exactly along these lines: “The plan: the Talpiot industrial zone expected to undergo a revolution over the next
decade,” Kol Hair (April 15, 2016).
41
For completeness, Appendix Table E2 shows the impact on the APP for all 46 neighborhoods, delivering
the same qualitative conclusions. We favor presenting here results for the 11 residential neighborhoods where
prices are observed to facilitate comparison with the impact on posted prices displayed in Table 9.
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patterns induced by the changes in parameters. This is evident in Figure 5 that compares the
probability of shopping at CD1, the city’s most important commercial district, in the observed
equilibrium, to the same probability under the counterfactual that improves amenities in that
district. The probability of shopping at CD1 increases for residents of all neighborhoods, and
substantially more for those located in the periphery. While the price charged at CD1 increases
slightly, it is still low, and, as a consequence, the Average Prices Paid decline considerably.
Viewed through the lens of its effect on the APP, the benefits from decreasing spatial
frictions to the average resident of the three disadvantaged neighborhoods NAP1-NAP3 are
substantial. When amenities at CD1 are improved, the APP incurred by residents of NAP3 —
the neighborhood where the first boycott took place — drops by a substantial 7 percent (Table
10), whereas the posted price charged by the retailers at NAP3 dropped by 0.6 percent only
(Table 9). Average Prices Paid at NAP1 and NAP2 drop by 2.2 and 6.6 percent, respectively,
whereas posted prices charged by the retailers in both of these neighborhoods only drop by at
most 0.1 percent.
Discussion. Evaluating the impact of a reduction in spatial frictions by considering only
the effect on posted prices would be misleading: it would suggest very mild benefits, if at all.
In contrast, the analysis that also considers the impact on shopping probabilities, embedded
into the computation of the Average Price Paid, suggests substantial reductions in the cost of
grocery shopping. This point applies to residential neighborhoods in general, and not only to
the disadvantaged ones.
Reducing spatial barriers or improving amenities at commercial districts may confer substantial benefits to the average resident of the peripheral, non-affluent neighborhoods.42 However,
because prices charged at the NAP neighborhoods barely change, or even increase, a reduction in spatial frictions does little to benefit residents with limited mobility (e.g., the young
families described as having no time to shop, or the elderly). Those residents will continue
to pay the expensive prices in their home neighborhood. Importantly, these are precisely the
household segments identified by the boycott organizers as experiencing the most harm from
the price differentials in the first place. Alleviating the cost of living for such individuals may
therefore require more targeted relief programs.43 Increased competition, in the form of gradual
improvements to the city’s infrastructure, will fail to provide relief to such populations.

6

Summary and conclusions

This paper uses a unique dataset on prices in spatially-differentiated neighborhoods within a
large metropolitan area, and on the distribution of expenditures across these neighborhoods,
42

A caveat to this statement is that the attractiveness of a location vn is probably endogenous and might
change if it experiences a substantial increase in shopping activity. Addressing this would require a model of
retailers’ choice of amenities which is beyond the scope of this paper.
43
One possibility would be to add location and mobility, in addition to income, to the criteria determining
eligibility into welfare programs, e.g., food stamps.
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to explore the determinants of price differentials and shopping patterns within the city. We
document that retailers at several peripheral, non-affluent neighborhoods often charge higher
prices than retailers located in more centrally located, affluent neighborhoods.
Using an estimated structural model of demand and supply, we establish that spatial frictions play an important role in generating these patterns. Our counterfactual analysis reveals
that alleviating spatial frictions brings substantial benefits to the average resident of peripheral neighborhoods. This operates by improving access to hard discount supermarkets located
in the commercial districts. The prices charged in the residential neighborhoods themselves,
however, do not decline much, and sometimes even increase further exacerbating the cost of
living conditions for households with limited mobility.
Our simple model can be extended in future work to accommodate multi-store pricing by
retail chains, or more complicated demand systems. The parsimony of the model presented
here has the important benefit that the demand model can be estimated via linear regressions.
The model is capable of producing reasonable predictions that are consistent with institutional
details and anecdotal evidence regarding the nature of retail spatial competition within an
urban setting. We view the paper as a step toward a better understanding of the role played
by spatial frictions in determining the cost of grocery shopping across a city.
Our analysis reveals the benefits from enhanced household mobility. It also reveals that
better mobility, while strengthening competition across retailers, will not necessarily lead to
lower prices in periphery neighborhoods, perhaps motivating more targeted policies aimed at
alleviating the cost of living for low-mobility households residing there.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: Distribution of demographics across Jerusalem neighborhoods
Variable

N

mean

sd

min

p25

p50

p75

max

Population (000s)
Households (000s)
Average household size
Housing prices (000s)
% Driving to work
% Car ownership
% Senior citizens

46
46
46
46
46
46
46

15.0
4.4
3.4
13.4
39.7
48.9
10.6

5.3
1.6
0.9
3.0
18.6
22.9
4.9

6.2
2.1
1.9
8.8
7.5
6.9
1.1

10.5
3.3
2.8
11.5
23.8
34.4
7.5

13.9
4.2
3.3
13.3
47.2
59.2
10.2

18.3
5.3
4.1
15.2
55.3
65.9
14.4

28.7
8.8
6.1
21.1
68.1
89.3
25.6

Notes: Housing prices = the 2007-2008 average price per square meter in thousands of NIS, Driving to work = percentage of individuals above 15 years of
age who used a private car or a commercial vehicle (as a driver) as their main
means of getting to work in the determinant week. Car ownership = percentage
of households using at least one car. Senior citizens = percentage of individuals
above age 65. Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS).

Table 2: Distribution of distance between Jerusalem neighborhoods (in km)
Variable

N

mean

sd

min

median

max

Distance to City center
Distance to Commercial District 1 (CD1)
Distance to Commercial District 2 (CD2)
Mean distance to all other neighborhoods

46
46
46
46

4.3
5.7
6.0
6.1

2.3
2.9
2.5
1.6

0.6
0.0
0.0
4.2

4.3
5.4
5.8
5.8

9.2
13.2
12.0
10.8

Notes: Statistics of the distribution of distances in kilometers between each neighborhood and 1) the city center, 2) the two prominent commercial centers CD1 and CD2,
and 3) all other neighborhoods. Source: CBS
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Table 3: Number of sampled stores and of observed products
# sampled stores
Sep2007

Nov2007

# observed products

Nov2008

Sep2007

Nov2007

# supermarkets

Nov2008

A. Statistics over all 26 neighborhoods where prices were collected
Mean
Min
Max

2
0
10

2
0
10

2
0
9

Total

54

55

51

18
0
27

17
0
27

17
0
27

1
0
5
29

B. Particular neighborhoods of interest
NAP1
NAP2
NAP3

1
2
3

1
2
2

1
2
2

27
27
27

27
27
26

27
27
26

1
2
1

AC1
AC2
AC3

2
3
1

2
3
1

2
3
1

24
27
26

25
27
25

24
27
23

1
2
1

CD1
CD2

7
3

7
3

7
3

27
27

27
27

27
26

5
3

Notes: Statistics regarding the number of stores and products sampled across the city. CD, NAP
and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods (see text). The number of supermarkets (most-right column) includes all supermarkets
in the neighborhood, not just those where prices were sampled. Some neighborhoods are not sampled in all three periods and therefore have zero stores in at least one period. Many of the ten
stores sampled in the main open market are fresh produce stalls.
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Table 4: Price of composite good across Jerusalem neighborhoods
A. Statistics over 15 neighborhoods with at least 21 observed price items
Prices (NIS)
Sep-07

Nov-07

Nov-08

Mean residential (11)
Mean commercial (4)

7.40
6.91

7.19
6.81

7.92
7.46

Min residential (11)
Min commercial (4)

6.23
6.33

6.56
6.15

7.36
6.89

Max residential (11)
Max commercial (4)

8.01
7.45

7.61
7.30

8.52
8.69

B. Particular neighborhoods of interest
Prices (NIS)

Price rank (lowest=1, highest=15)

Sep-07

Nov-07

Nov-08

Sep-07

Nov-07

Nov-08

Mean rank

NAP1
NAP2
NAP3

7.15
7.54
7.80

7.31
7.39
7.36

8.01
8.14
8.19

6
10
14

10
14
12

10
11
13

9
12
13

AC1
AC2
AC3

8.01
7.55
7.68

7.27
7.61
7.06

8.52
7.85
7.76

15
11
13

8
15
7

14
8
7

12
11
9

CD1
CD2

6.33
7.45

6.15
7.30

6.89
7.07

2
9

1
9

1
2

1
7

C. Gains from travel: distribution of savings (%) from shopping at the cheapest location
Percentile
Savings

10%
2.58

25%

50%

75%

90%

9.66

14.01

16.39

19.13

Notes: Panel A displays composite good price statistics over the 15 neighborhoods where the price could be computed using at least 21 observed products (see text). Panel B presents values for particular neighborhoods where
CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods (see text). The last column in panel B presents the neighborhood’s mean price rank over the three sample
periods. For example, the CD1 commercial district has a mean rank of 1, i.e., it is, on average, the cheapest location. Panel C shows the distribution of savings, in percentage terms, from shopping at the cheapest location
rather than at the home neighborhood using data for all 15 neighborhoods where the price could be computed
using at least 21 observed products over the sample period. For example, the median savings are 14.01%.
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Table 5: Credit card expenditure flows
A. Statistics over all 46 neighborhoods
Fraction spent at
Own neighborhood CD1
Mean
Median
Min
Max

0.22
0.16
0.00
0.76

CD2

0.27
0.19
0.01
0.76

0.06
0.03
0.01
0.41

Fraction spent at
Own neighborhood CD1

CD2

B. Neighborhoods of interest

NAP1
NAP2
NAP3

0.25
0.42
0.33

0.03
0.18
0.31

0.02
0.04
0.05

AC1
AC2
AC3

0.44
0.14
0.00

0.19
0.16
0.65

0.03
0.18
0.02

Notes: The table provides statistics (averaged over the sample period) on the
fraction of expenditures spent at the own neighborhood and at the CD1 and CD2
commercial districts. NAP and AC correspond to Non-Affluent Peripheral, and
Affluent Central neighborhoods (see text).
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Table 6: Estimates of utility function parameters
Variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

8.768
(5.788)

9.283
(5.491)

1.691
(.763)

1.725
(.749)

5.065
(1.421)

4.727
(1.304)

1.630
(.774)

4.730
(1.302)

-0.253
(.083)

-0.232
(.078)

0.393
(.13)

0.423
(.12)

0.423
(.12)

0.411
(.119)

Distance to destination Xsenior citizen

0.002
(.004)

0.004
(.007)

0.004
(.007)

0.004
(.006)

Distance to destination Xdriving to work

-0.002
(.002)

-0.003
(.002)

-0.003
(.002)

ln (price at destination)

ln (price at destination) X housing prices

Distance to destination

0.272
(.049)

0.365
(.072)

0.197
(.036)

0.334
(.045)

-0.232
(.078)

Distance to destination X car ownership

-0.002
(.001)

Shopping at home

2.489
(.426)

1.723
(.526)

3.035
(.397)

2.089
(.41)

1.977
(.435)

1.890
(.426)

1.889
(.426)

1.910
(.424)

Fixed origin effects
Fixed destination effects
Fixed period effects
Fixed destination effects X housing prices
# observations
R2

NO
NO
YES
NO
1819
0.243

YES
NO
YES
NO
1819
0.382

NO
YES
YES
NO
1819
0.657

YES
YES
YES
NO
1819
0.775

YES
YES
YES
NO
1819
0.776

YES
YES
YES
YES
1819
0.784

YES
YES
YES
YES
1819
0.783

YES
YES
YES
YES
1819
0.783

Notes: The table reports estimates of equation (3). The price and distance variables were entered with a negative sign
in the regression so that the estimates in the table are estimates of α and β. The second row reports the coefficient for
the interaction of the natural log of prices at the destination with housing prices at the origin. The distance variable
is interacted with the origin neighborhood’s share of senior citizens, its share of residents who drive to work, and its
car ownership share. The term “Destination× housing p.” refers to the interaction of destination neighborhood fixed
effects with housing prices at the origin neighborhood. Standard errors in parentheses are 2-way clustered at the origin
and destination levels.
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Table 7: Distribution of estimated elasticities across neighborhoods (absolute value)
A. Own price elasticity
mean

sd

min

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

max

4.95

5.87

5.95

6.13

6.54

7.94

8.32

8.47

σ = 0.7
4.82

0.92

3.00

3.86

3.99
σ = 0.8

6.43

1.37

3.78

5.01

5.31

B. Distance semi-elasticity
mean

sd

min

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

max

0.35

0.06

0.06

0.28

0.31

0.35

0.39

0.42

0.45

Notes: All elasticities computed given the baseline demand estimates (column 6 of Table 6) for November 2008. Own price
elasticities are presented for alternative values of σ, while distance semi-elasticities are at the neighborhood level and do not
depend on σ. The table shows statistics for elasticities computed at each of the 15 destinations where the composite good
price could be computed using at least 21 items. Price elasticities (panel A) were computed over for each of these 15 destinations and so the reported statistics were computed over 15
values. Distance semi-elasticities (Panel B) were computed for
each of the 690 (46x15) origin-destination pairs, and so the reported statistics were computed over 690 values.
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Table 8: Estimated costs and margins
σ=0.7

σ=0.8

p

c

(p-c)/p

c

(p-c)/p

Average (all)

7.80

6.11

0.22

6.52

0.16

Median (all)

7.85

6.07

0.20

6.44

0.15

Median CD1-CD2

6.98

5.69

0.18

6.04

0.13

Median residential

7.87

6.10

0.21

6.44

0.16

Median NAP1-NAP3

8.14

6.66

0.17

7.00

0.13

Median AC1-AC3

7.85

5.88

0.25

6.37

0.19

Notes: The table reports the composite good price (p), marginal
cost (c), and price-cost margin (p-c)/p in each destination neighborhood where the composite good price could be computed using at least 21 items in November 2008. Costs and margins are
reported under two alternative values for the correlation parameter σ. CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts,
Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods (see
text).
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Table 9: Counterfactual changes to posted prices
Retail location

Observed posted price

Reduced travel disutility

Improved amenities

Additional entry

(NIS)

Distance

Distance & κ

CD1

CD1-CD2

Average (all)

7.80

-0.9%

-1.4%

-0.3%

-0.3%

-2.6%

Median (all)

7.85

-0.7%

-1.0%

0.0%

-0.3%

-3.0%

Median CD1-CD2

6.98

-0.7%

-0.6%

0.4%

0.3%

0.0%

Median residential

7.87

-0.5%

-0.5%

-0.1%

-0.8%

-3.4%

NAP1
NAP2
NAP3

8.01
8.14
8.19

3.3%
0.4%
-0.5%

4.7%
0.8%
-0.5%

-0.1%
0.0%
-0.6%

-0.3%
-0.1%
-0.9%

-2.8%
-1.3%
-3.5%

AC1
AC2
AC3

8.52
7.85
7.76

-8.2%
-1.3%
-0.2%

-12.0%
-3.7%
-0.3%

-3.6%
0.2%
-0.1%

-1.1%
-0.8%
-0.2%

-6.8%
-1.9%
-3.0%

Notes: The table reports statistics on the percentage changes to the posted prices charged at locations where prices
are observed (11 residential neighborhoods and 4 commercial districts) under the various counterfactual exercises,
computed in the third time period (November 2008). CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, NonAffluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods (see text). The first and second row report average and
median values computed over all 15 neighborhoods with valid prices, respectively. The third and fourth rows report
median values computed over the two main commercial districts CD1 and CD2, and over all residential neighborhoods, respectively. The first column pertains to the posted prices (NIS) observed in the data. The second column
reports price changes under the counterfactual that reduces the distance disutility parameter β by 50%, and the
third column pertains to reducing, in addition, the “shopping at home” utility parameter κ by 50%. The fourth
(fifth) column pertains to improving the amenities at the commercial districts CD1 (CD1 and CD2), while the last
column refers to the counterfactual that adds a supermarket to each residential neighborhood.
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Table 10: Counterfactual changes to the Average Price Paid (APP)
Retail location

Observed APP

Reduced travel disutility

Improved amenities

Median residential

Additional entry

7.72

-1.8%

-3.2%

-4.7%

-5.6%

-1.6%

NAP1
NAP2
NAP3

7.86
7.85
7.72

0.4%
-3.5%
-3.3%

0.0%
-5.5%
-4.7%

-2.2%
-6.6%
-7.0%

-3.2%
-7.2%
-7.3%

-2.6%
-0.7%
-1.2%

AC1
AC2
AC3

7.98
7.67
7.28

-5.7%
-2.9%
-1.1%

-7.3%
-3.4%
-1.2%

-8.6%
-4.7%
-4.1%

-8.7%
-6.2%
-4.3%

-3.2%
-0.5%
-0.3%

Notes: The table reports the percentage changes in the Average Price Paid (i.e., in the weighted average of
prices that takes into account the probabilities with which residents shop in different destinations) faced by
residents of the 11 residential neighborhoods where prices are observed. All computations performed for the
third time period (November 2008). The first column shows the APP (NIS) corresponding to the observed
equilibrium, whereas additional columns show the counterfactual change to the APP given alternative parameter values: the second column pertains to the counterfactual that reduces the distance disutility parameter
β by 50%, and the third column pertains to reducing, in addition, the “shopping at home” utility parameter
κ by 50%. The fourth (fifth) column pertains to improving the amenities at the commercial districts CD1
(CD1 and CD2), while the last column refers to the counterfactual that adds a supermarket to each residential neighborhood. CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and
Affluent Central neighborhoods (see text).
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NAP1

NAP2

CD2

AC2
AC1

AC3
NAP3
CD1

Price (NIS)
8 - 8.7
7.5 - 8
6.8 - 7.5
Included but without prices
Not included

0

5
Kilometers

Figure 1: Neighborhoods included in the analysis and price levels
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9
Price of composite good (NIS)
7.5
8
8.5

AC1

NAP2

NAP3

NAP1
AC2
AC3

7

CD2

CD1

10

15
Housing prices ('000s NIS per meter squared)
Residential neighborhood

20

Commercial district

Fitted values
Note: CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods

Figure 2: Composite good prices plotted against housing prices, November 2008
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7.5
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CD2
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CD1

10

15
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Note: CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods

Figure 3: Average Prices Paid (APP) plotted against housing prices, November 2008
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CD2
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7

CD1
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5000
10000
Distance to CD1 (in meters)
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Note: CD, NAP and AC correspond to Commercial Districts, Non-Affluent Peripheral, and Affluent Central neighborhoods

Figure 4: Average Prices Paid (APP) plotted against distance to CD1, November 2008
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Figure 5: Ratio of counterfactual (improved amenities at CD1) to observed probability of
shopping at the main commercial district CD1, November 2008
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